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This paper presents a proposition of a new optimization method called Search in Improved Network, which is an extension of the
method Search in Modified Network, to calculate the empirical parameters of the Rakhmatov and Vrudhula model for predicting
batteries lifetime used in mobile devices. The new method is evaluated according to the following methodology. At first empirical
parameters are computed considering the optimization methods Search in Improved Network, Search in Modified Network, and
Least Squares, as well as the experimental data obtained from a testbed, considering a Lhition-Ion battery, model BL5F, used in the
Nokia N95 cell phone. In a second moment, the Rakhmatov and Vrudhula model is validated for each set of parameters obtained,
and the simulated data from the model are compared with a set of experimental data. From simulations results a comparative
analysis is performed and it is found that by the application of themethod Search in ImprovedNetwork in the parameters estimation
of the Rakhmatov and Vrudhula model it is possible to obtain an easy and intuitive implementation, improving the results obtained
in the model accuracy, as well as preserving the runtime.

1. Introduction

Currently, the use of mobile devices in the most varied areas,
such as industry, education, health, and leisure, has been
increasing due to the proliferation of wireless technology
access. Examples of mobile devices are cell phones, digital
cameras, tablets, ipods, laptops, alarm sensors installed in
homes or commercial buildings, and other.Themarket trend
is to have smaller mobile devices, faster, which perform
the most varied functions, connected to global network of
services and resources through a high performance infras-
tructure.

These devices are powered by a rechargeable battery, so
its use is determined through the battery lifetime; it is by
definition the time the battery takes to reach the minimum
level of power capacity, called cutoff level; after reaching
this level the electrochemical reactions cease, and the battery
stops providing power to the devices [1].

Thus, in the mobile devices design the battery lifetime is
regarded as an important feature, because it reports the time
that the device can be used without the need to connect it
to an external source. In this context, it is important to have a

method to predict the battery lifetime and thus determine the
time that the device may remain operating without the need
of recharging. One way is by using mathematical models that
describe the energy consumption of the devices. Different
mathematical models of batteries have been developed in
recent years, such as analytical [1–7], stochastic [8], electrical
[9–11], and electrochemical models [2], each one with its
features and complexity levels. Taking into consideration the
related works it is observed that the models with best results
for predicting the batteries lifetime are those which consider
the nonlinear effects that occur in discharge operations.

Oliveira [4] presents a comparative study among three
analytical models used to predict the batteries lifetime:
Linear model [12], Peukert’s law [12], and Rakhmatov and
Vrudhula’s diffusion model, called, in this work, RV model
[5]. In order to compare these models constant and variable
discharge profiles obtained from a testbed are used [13]. In
this comparative analysis the models are implemented in
the MATLAB computational tool considering parameters
of a lithium-ion battery, model BL5F, used in cell phone
Nokia N95. From simulations results it is found that the RV
model is the most accurate when compared with the other
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simulated models, with average error to predict the battery
lifetime of 5.71%for constant discharges and 6.5%for variable
discharges.

Considering the RV model, it is emphasized that it
considers the nonlinear characteristics that occur in a battery,
such as the recovery effect and capacity rate effect. In this
model the main battery properties are described from Fick’s
law, where the diffusion process is represented by a partial
differential equation (PDE) with boundary conditions of the
second kind [5]. It is observed that the RV model has two
empirical parameters that depend on the battery used and,
therefore, need to be estimated: 𝛼 which is related to the
battery capacity and 𝛽 that is related to nonlinear behavior
of the battery.

The estimation of unknownparameters in amathematical
model from experimental data is an inverse problem (IP).
According to the literature [14–17] IPs can occur in two
different ways: the first is a reconstruction problem; that
is, from the effects (measured or observed experimental
data) and a mathematical model (i.e., the direct problem
(DP)) an unknown cause is searched, and the second is
an identification problem; that is, from known causes and
effects, the model parameters are sought. In this paper the IP
considered is an identification problem.

In the studies that use the RV model for empirical
parameters estimation, it is found that all of them use the
optimization method Least Squares (LS) batch; that is, the
parameters are estimated at once [1, 4–7]. This method
consists in finding the best adjustment for a data set trying
to minimize the sum of differences squares between the
simulated values by the model and the experimental data
obtained from a testbed, in order to maximize the degree of
adjustment of the model to the simulated data.

In this context, the aim of this paper is the RV model
resolution, for calculating the batteries lifetime, from the
proposition of a new optimization method called Search
in Improved Network (SIN), which is an extension of the
method Search in Modified Network (SMN) proposed by
Borges et al. [18] and Cervi [19]. This new method is devel-
oped to be applied to the parameters estimation problem of
the RV model, aiming at an easier implementation, better
accuracy, and good speed of the model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the main batteries properties and char-
acteristics, then a state-of-the-art review of mathematical
models for predicting the batteries lifetime used in mobile
devices is realized, and the concepts of DP and IP, as well
as some literature optimizationmethods, are shown for para-
meters estimation that are used in this work for comparison
with the proposedmethod. Section 3 presents the proposition
of the SIN method for parameters estimation. Section 4
presents the mathematical modeling of DP and IP. Section 5
shows the simulations results and analysis. Finally Section 6
presents the conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2. State of the Art

Initially, this section performs a literature review on batteries;
it discusses the main types of batteries and their properties

and nonlinear characteristics. Then, it presents a literature
review of the mathematical models for predicting batteries
lifetime used in mobile devices. Finally, the concepts of DP
and IP are presented, as well as some literature optimization
methods which are used in this paper for comparison with
the proposed method.

2.1. Batteries. A battery consists of one or more electrochem-
ical cells that can be connected in series, parallel, or through
a combination of both. An electrochemical cell is formed by
two electrodes: an anode (negative polarity) and a cathode
(positive polarity), separated by an electrolyte. During the
discharge period, that is, when the battery provides power to
an external circuit, the anode releases electrons for the circuit,
while the cathode receives electrons from the circuit. In the
battery charging stage, the chemical processes are reversed.
The electrons originate from electrochemical reactions and
are called electroactive species.

The most popular rechargeable battery technologies for
mobile devices include nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd), nickel-
metal hydride (Ni-MH), lithium-ion (Li-Ion), reusable alka-
line, and lithium polymer. In this work the battery used is
of the type Li-Ion, which is the fastest growing technology
today, with energy density significantly higher and a life cycle
approximately two times higher compared to Ni-MH bat-
teries. The Li-Ion batteries are more responsive to discharge
current characteristics and are often used in laptops, tablets,
and cell phones.

Battery has two important properties: (i) voltage, mea-
sured in Volts (V), and (ii) capacity, usually measured in
Ampere-Hour (Ah); the product of these two variables
determines the stored energy amount in the battery. For
example, theoretically, a battery of 100Ah is designed to
provide 5A for 20hours or 100Aduring 1hour.However, this
representation is theoretical; in practice, usually the discharge
current is not constant in time; that is, discharge operations
have nonlinear characteristics, which directly influence the
battery lifetime.

The batteries behavior modeling may become complex if
nonlinear effects that occur during the discharge period were
considered. In the ideal case, the voltage remains constant
throughout the discharge period, becoming zero when the
battery is discharged. The ideal would be that the capacity to
be constant for any discharge current and all stored energy in
the battery to be used. On the other hand, in an actual battery
discharge procedure, the voltage is slowly reduced and the
effective capacity is reduced at high currents. It is emphasized
that, depending on the battery type, these effects are of higher
or lower impact on its capacity [12].

The batteries have two important nonlinear characteris-
tics. The first one is the recovery effect [1, 5, 6, 12], which
is defined by the electrons reorganization in the electrolyte
during a relaxation period, that is, time interval in which
the discharge current is significantly reduced. In this interval
the electrons reorganize themselves in a uniform way, in
order that the system recovers the balance and concentration
gradient becomes zero in the electrolyte. Thus, the effective
capacity of the battery is increased, because a larger charge
becomes available before the system reaches the cutoff level.
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The second one is the capacity rate effect that depends on the
battery actual capacity and the discharge current intensity;
that is, with a high discharge current the battery effective
capacity is low, because there is no enough time for the elec-
trons reorganization in the electrolyte (i.e., recovery effect);
thus, more charge remains to be used by the system, thereby
reducing the capacity and the battery lifetime. For alternating
current, the battery effective capacity is increased, because in
the change from a high current to a low current, or even for a
periodwith no current, the electrons reorganization occurs in
the electrolyte, so that a larger charge on the electrode surface
is available, this way, increasing the battery effective capacity.

2.2. Batteries Models. There are different mathematical mod-
els that are used in mobile devices designs powered by
batteries; they allow for the behavior analysis of charge and
discharge under different design specifications. In this section
a description ismade of themainmathematicalmodels found
in the literature that perform this function.

Electrochemical models [2] are based on the chemical
processes occurring in the battery and, consequently, are
described in detail. This fact makes these models be consid-
ered more accurate. However, the detailed description makes
them highly complex and difficult to implement due to the
large battery parameters amount that must be defined by the
user.

Electric models [9–11], also called electrical circuit mod-
els, employ a combination of voltage sources, resistors, and
capacitors for simulating the battery discharge; they consider
the battery capacity rate and its thermal effects. This model
presents an easy simulation made from circuit simulators;
they are simple to understand and have been widely applied
by electrical engineers in analysis of several batteries tech-
nologies.

Stochastic models [8] describe the battery in a higher
abstraction level than the electrochemical and electrical
models. The discharge process is described from stochastic
processes. One disadvantage of these models is that they do
not consider the nonlinear effects present in a discharge.

Analytical models [1, 4–7, 12] describe in an abstract way
the battery and its main properties, that is, capacity rate effect
and recovery effect; they are modeled using a reduced set of
equations. This model type has easy implementation when
compared to electrochemical and electricalmodels.Themain
analytical model found in the literature is RV model; it is
described in Section 4 and used in this work for simulating
the batteries lifetime.

2.3. Methods of Parameters Estimation. This section presents
a brief review of some optimization methods found in the
literature, used to estimate the empirical parameters of theRV
model. For understanding themethods, initially the concepts
of DP and IP are defined, as illustrated in Figure 1.

A DP consists in the precise knowledge of causes for
determining the effects, which are the properties computed
from a mathematical model, such as temperature, lifetime,
electric current, and speed. On the other hand, a IP can be
defined in two ways: (i) the first one consists in the deter-
mination of unknown causes, from observed or measured

Direct problem

EffectCause Process
(mathematical model)

Inverse problem

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the PD and PI [14, 20].

effects; the causes in a mathematical model are defined as
initial conditions, boundary conditions, and source terms; in
this case the IP is a reconstruction problem; (ii) the second
one consists in determining the systems properties (e.g.,
parameters), from causes and measured or observed effects;
in this case the IP is an identification problem [14–17, 20–22].

A brief description of optimizationmethods is presented;
they are used, in this work, for comparison with the proposed
method.

2.3.1. Least Squares Method. Least Squares (LS) method is
a procedure to determine the best adjustment to a data
set; it realizes minimization of the differences squared sum
between the values obtained by the model and the observed
data. A general description of the method is presented, with
𝜁, a vector which contains the parameters 𝜃

𝑛
that will be

estimated,

𝜁 = {𝜃
1
, . . . , 𝜃

𝑛
}
𝑇

, (1)

and a vector 𝑍 that contains the inputs 𝑢(𝑁) and the outputs
𝑦(𝑁) (i.e., experimental measurements) throughout the time
interval 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑁 given by

𝑍
𝑁

= {𝑢 (1) , 𝑦 (1) , . . . , 𝑢 (𝑁) , 𝑦 (𝑁)} . (2)

Thus, the LS method consists in the minimizing of an
objective function, given by

𝑉
𝑁
(

→

𝜁 , 𝑍
𝑁

) =
1

𝑁

𝑁

∑

𝑡=1

(𝑦 (𝑡) − 𝑦 (𝑡 | 𝜁))
2

, (3)

where 𝑦(𝑡) is a vector of the measured experimental outputs,
𝑦(𝑡 | 𝜁) is a vector of the computed outputs from the model
that contains the parameters to be estimated, and 𝑁 is the
experimental data number [23, 24].

2.3.2. Method of Search in Modified Network (SMN). The
method SMN is proposed by Borges et al. [18] and Cervi
[19];it consists in the definition of a range for each parameter
to be estimated with a minimum and maximum value that
can contain an optimal value of the sought parameter; thus a
range network is built. From this network the DP is solved for
all the parameters combinations that compose the network;
the parameters searched are those that provide the smallest
difference between the value calculated by DP and the value
experimentally collected. If the optimal parameters values are
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not found, a new range is built from the estimated parameters;
the process is redone aiming at a more local search. This
method is an extension of the method Search in Network
(SN) [16].

The following steps should be followed for the algorithm
implementation of the SMNmethod.

Step 1. The ranges values 𝐼
𝑝
= [𝛽
𝑝min, 𝛽𝑝max] are determined

for each parameter 𝛽
𝑝
, where 𝑝 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛𝑝 is the

parameters number containing the optimal value 𝛽
𝑝
(𝛽
𝑜𝑡
).

Step 2. A partition of 𝑛𝑐 data𝛽
𝑝𝑓

= 𝛽
𝑝min+(𝑓−1)Δ𝛽

𝑝
is built,

with 𝑓 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛𝑐 and Δ𝛽
𝑝
= (𝛽
𝑝max − 𝛽

𝑝min)/(𝑛c − 1).

Step 3. For each value sequence (𝛽
1𝑓
, 𝛽
2𝑓
, . . . , 𝛽

𝑛𝑝𝑓
) with 𝑓 =

1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛𝑐, the DP is solved.

Step 4. The differences 𝑑
𝑖
are calculated between the esti-

mated solutions and the experimental data from (4) given by

𝑑
𝑖
=

𝑧𝑓

∑

𝑗=1

𝑡𝑓

∑

𝑡=0


𝐹est (𝑗, 𝑡) − 𝐹exp (𝑗, 𝑡)



2

. (4)

Step 5. The lowest difference 𝑑
𝑖
(𝑑min) is identified. This

difference corresponds to the parameters set 𝛽
𝑜𝑡
for the range

𝐼
𝑝
.

Step 6. A new range 𝐼
𝑝

= [𝛽
𝑝min, 𝛽𝑝max] is defined for the

solution refinement, where 𝛽
𝑝min = 𝛽

𝑝𝑜𝑡
− Δ𝛽
𝑝
and 𝛽

𝑝max =

𝛽
𝑝𝑜𝑡

+ Δ𝛽
𝑝
.

Step 7. Steps 2 and 6 are repeated, so that the ranges are
estimated, 𝐼

𝑝𝑚
,𝑚 = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 𝑛𝑟 (where 𝑛𝑟 is the refinement

number) until

𝑑
𝑖+1

min − 𝑑
𝑖

min

< 𝜀 ou 𝑛𝑟 = 𝑛𝑟

𝑜𝑡
, (5)

where 𝜀 and 𝑛𝑟
𝑜𝑡
are stop criteria.

Following, the optimization method Search in Improved
Network (SIN) is presented for the empirical parameters
estimation 𝛼 and 𝛽 of the RV model from experimental data
obtained from a testbed.

3. Method of Search in Improved
Network (SIN)

Throughout the study and the implementation of the SMN
method, it is found that it has a limitation; because it is
a suboptimal search method the sought parameter must
necessarily be within the predefined range. In case that no
prior knowledge of this value is present, the range must
be large enough to contain the sought parameter. In these
cases the search for the parameter may become a rather time
consuming process.

In this context, the SINmethod is made from amodifica-
tion in the SMNmethod that aims to eliminate the condition
that the parameter needs to be within the range. In the new
method the ranges are created from an initial value for each
estimated parameter, after a network of ranges is built, so that

more accurate values for parameters are sought. In case that
the parameters are not contained in the initially determined
ranges, this process is redone from the best parameter found
in the previous iteration that will be caught as a new initial
value. It is observed that at the beginning of the simulation a
convergence criterion is established, so that from any initial
value there will be an orientation to the networks to find the
optimal value for each parameter. Following, the description
of the method is presented.

3.1. Method Description

Step 1. Initial values 𝜃
1
, 𝜃
2
, . . . , 𝜃

𝑛
, for each estimated parame-

ter, are determined, where 𝑛 is the parameters number.

Step 2. A range

Int
𝑛
= [𝜃
𝑛 inf , . . . , 𝜃𝑛 sup] (6)

for each parameter is built from initial values 𝜃
𝑛
and of the

choice of a unit rate for 𝜌 that will determine the amplitude
of the ranges. The lower limit of the range Int

𝑛
is given by

𝜃
𝑛 inf = 𝜃

𝑛
− 𝜌𝜃
𝑛
, (7)

and the upper limit of the range is given by

𝜃
𝑛 sup = 𝜃

𝑛
+ 𝜌𝜃
𝑛
. (8)

Step 3. A partition of points in the ranges Int
𝑛
is built, where

the amount of points 𝑞 defines the size of the spacing 𝜆 that
is given by

𝜆 =

(𝜃
𝑛 sup − 𝜃

𝑛 inf)

𝑞 − 1
, (9)

so each range is written in the following form:

Int
𝑛
= [𝜃
𝑛 inf , 𝜃𝑛 inf + 𝜆, 𝜃

𝑛 inf + 2𝜆, . . . , 𝜃
𝑛 inf

+ (𝑞 − 1) 𝜆, 𝜃
𝑛 sup] .

(10)

Step 4. The DP is solved considering all parameters combina-
tions contained in the ranges.

Step 5. The differences 𝑑
𝑖
between the estimated solutions

𝑆est and the experimental data 𝑆exp are calculated for each
parameters combination using the equation

𝑑
𝑖
=

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1


𝑆exp
𝑖

− 𝑆est


2

, (11)

where𝑁 is the experimental data number.

Step 6. The lowest value of 𝑑
𝑖
(𝑑min) is identified. This value

corresponds to the parameters set 𝜃
𝑜𝑡

which is located
in ranges Int

𝑛
built from the proposed initial values

𝜃
1
, 𝜃
2
, . . . , 𝜃

𝑛
.

Step 7. In possession of 𝜃
𝑛,𝑜𝑡

it is verified whether the differ-
ence between the experimental data and the calculated values
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by the model is less than a previously established error (𝜀); if
so, the parameters values are found.

Otherwise, the stop criteria are used:

𝑑
𝑖+1

min − 𝑑
𝑖

min

< 𝜉 ou 𝑛𝑟 = 𝑛𝑖

𝑜𝑡
, (12)

where 𝜉 and 𝑛𝑖
𝑜𝑡
(iterations number) are determined by the

user and Steps 2 to 6 are repeated until the error is satisfied.
Next section presents the DP mathematical modeling,

that is, the RV model, and the IP.

4. Mathematical Modeling

4.1. Direct Problem. This section presents the RV model
which considers the nonlinear effects that occur in batteries.
Concentration behavior due to one-dimensional diffusion is
described by the following Fick’s laws:

−𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐷
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥
(𝑥, 𝑡) , (13)

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐷

𝜕
2

𝐶

𝜕𝑥
2
(𝑥, 𝑡) , (14)

where 𝐽(𝑥, 𝑡) denotes the species flux at time 𝑡 at distance
𝑥 of the electrode and 𝐷 denotes the diffusion coefficient.
Let 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡) be the electroactive species concentration at time
𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝐿] and at distance 𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝑤] of the electrode. It is
considered a battery with full charge (i.e., 𝑡 = 0); the species
concentration is constant through the electrolyte length, so
the initial condition is given by

𝐶 (𝑥, 0) = 𝐶
∗

. (15)

The battery is considered dischargedwhen𝐶(0, 𝑡) is lower
than cutoff level. In accordance with Faraday’s law, the flux at
the boundary of the diffusion region (𝑥 = 0) is proportional
to the current 𝑖(𝑡) (i.e., the external charge applied), and
flux in the other boundary of the diffusion region (𝑥 = 𝑤)

is zero. These propositions provide the following boundary
conditions:

𝐷
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥
(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝑥=0

=
𝑖 (𝑡)

V𝐹𝐴
,

𝐷
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥
(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝑥=𝑤

= 0,

(16)

where 𝐴 denotes the surface area of the electrode, 𝐹 denotes
Faraday’s constant, and V denotes the electrons number
involved in the electrochemical reaction at the electrode
surface.

Oliveira [4] performs the equation resolution (14) with
initial condition given by (15) and boundary conditions given
in (16) through the use of Laplace transform and Laplace
inverse transform for obtaining the equation

𝛼 = ∫

𝐿

0

𝑖 (𝜏)

√𝐿 − 𝜏

𝑑𝜏 + 2

∞

∑

𝑛=1

∫

𝐿

0

𝑖 (𝜏)

√𝐿 − 𝜏

𝑒
−𝛽
2
𝑛
2
/(𝐿−𝜏)

𝑑𝜏. (17)

From (17) it is observed that RV model may be used
to calculate the batteries lifetime using constant or variable

discharges. In this context, a constant discharge current 𝑖(𝑡) =
𝐼 is considered, so (17) turns into

𝐼 = 𝛼(2√𝐿

× [1 + 2

∞

∑

𝑛=1

(𝑒
−𝛽
2
𝑛
2
/𝐿

− (𝜋𝑒
−𝛽
2
𝑛
2
/𝐿

× (𝜋 − 1

+√1 +
𝜋𝐿

𝛽
2
𝑛
2
)

−1

))]

]

)

−1

.

(18)

The easy implementation requiring both experimental
data of a real problem and an inverse routine for empirical
parameter estimation is one of the main features of the RV
model. The RV model equation (18) relates the discharge
current 𝐼 with the battery lifetime 𝐿 and the empirical
parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽which need to be estimated, because they
depend on the battery used.

4.2. Inverse Problem. The IPs analysis is a multidisciplinary
research area, with a large number of applications in different
fields of science. Different researches about this issue may
be found; they show that the error analysis together with
an inverse routine may be satisfactory for the parameters
estimation [14–17, 20, 24].

In this paper the IP considered is formulated as an
optimization problem, which seeks to minimize the objective
function of the squared residuals given by

𝑄(

→

𝑍) =

𝑁

∑

𝑖=1

(𝐼est𝑖 (
→

𝑍) − 𝐼exp
𝑖

)

2

= (
→

𝐸
𝑖
)

𝑇
→

𝐸
𝑖
, (19)

where
→

𝐸
𝑖
= 𝐼est𝑖(

→

𝑍) − 𝐼exp
𝑖

, 𝐼est𝑖(
→

𝑍) denotes the discharge
current calculated by the model and 𝐼est𝑖 denotes the exper-
imental discharge current, 𝑁 is the measured experimental
data number, and

→

𝑍 denotes a vector that contains the
estimated parameters, given by

→

𝑍= {𝛼, 𝛽}
𝑇

. (20)

The next section presents the resolution of the IP con-
sidering the SIN, SMN, and LS methods, as well as the
simulations results, comparison, and analysis.

5. Simulations Results and Analysis

This section presents the simulations results of the SIN
optimizationmethod applied to the RVmodel, for calculating
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Figure 2: Testbed.

the empirical parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽, from the MATLAB
computational tool. Then, it presents the simulations results
from using the MQ and SMN optimization methods also
applied to the RV model for the computing of the empirical
parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽. Finally, a comparative study between the
results found is realized to validate the proposed method.

A set of actual data, which consists in the battery
discharging process, is needed to perform the parameters
estimation of the RV model. Figure 2 presents the testbed
that provides a complete environment for the realization of
physical experiments involving batteries. Further details of
this experiment can be found in [13]. The batteries used are
of the Li-Ion technology, model BL5F, used in the cell phone
Nokia N95.

The same standard for performing experimental tests is
adopted, in order to minimize any differences in the end
result of the tests. First, the discharge profiles are defined
following the same procedure used by Rakhmatov and Vrud-
hula [5]. Thus, in this work the profiles used are composed
of ten constant discharge currents that are measured in
milliamperes (mA).The values of the currents are distributed
uniformly in relation to the battery full charge capacity,
including low, medium, and high charges.

The methodology used to collect data from the testbed
is described below. The starting point is the fully charged
battery (i.e., voltage from 4.2 volts). The experiments are
divided into twomoments: the first one is done with ten con-
stant discharge currents; the results are presented in Table 1;
they are used for the parameters estimation of the RV
model; the second one is done with three constant discharge
currents; the results are shown in Table 2; they are used for
RV model validation. The discharge profile (𝐼) is presented
in the first column and the battery average lifetime (𝐿

𝑀
) is

presented in the second column, for both tables. For each
discharge profile the tests are repeated ten times for obtaining
of a satisfactory statistical sampling.

The parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 are estimated initially from the
SIN method that seeks a set of parameters for minimizing
(19), from the DP shown in (18). According to [5], (18) of the
DP is very complex to solve by isolating 𝐿; then it is assumed
that 𝐿 is obtained from testbed and it is tried to predict the
value of 𝐼 instead.The parameter 𝑛, in the summation of (18),
represents the experimental data number from the testbed. In

Table 1: Data used for the parameter estimation of the RV model
[6].

𝐼 (mA) 𝐿
𝑚
(min)

100 483.71
150 325.67
250 192.32
350 136.25
450 105.7
550 85.8
650 70.73
750 60.74
850 51.7
950 46.7

Table 2: Data used for the RV model validation [4].

𝐼 (mA) 𝐿
𝑚
(min)

200 268.13
500 268.13
700 62.68

this work 10 experimental datasets are considered; this value
is suggested by Rakhmatov and Vrudhula in [5].

Table 3 shows the iterations of SIN method algorithm.
The methodology requires that, initially, an initial value is
allocated for each parameter; in this paper 𝛼 = 1 and 𝛽 = 1

are chosen, as it is shown in iteration 0. The range size and
the spacing among points are defined by the user; a limit of
±300% is applied, so that 𝜌 = 3 and 𝑞 = 100, to define
the spacing. It is emphasized that the ranges presented are
not the only inspected ones. During the method execution
45 ranges are inspected, but only 9 of them are significant,
since they contributed to the algorithm evolution by finding
a parameters set with less error than the previous one. The
runtime of the method is approximately 10 seconds. Table 4
shows the values for 𝛼 and 𝛽 from SIN method.

After the parameters calculation of 𝛼 and 𝛽 from the SIN
optimization method, the battery lifetime is calculated by
RV model in (18) and from the constant discharge currents
shown in Table 2. Next, the lifetime simulated by the model
(𝐿
𝑠
) is compared with the average experimental lifetime (𝐿

𝑚
)

presented in Table 2. Table 5 shows the results comparison.
The model validation shows that at lower charges (e.g.,

200mA) the RV model presented lower accuracy when
compared to high charges of 700mA.This fact occurs because
at discharge currents of low intensity there is a longer battery
discharging time; thereby the process is submitted to the
system nonlinearities. In the simulations results of the RV
model an average error of 5.27% is obtained.

Table 6 presents the𝛼 and𝛽 parameter values from the LS
method. It is observed that the running time of this method
is instantaneous [1, 4–6].

After the parameters calculation of 𝛼 and 𝛽 from the
LS optimization method, the battery lifetime is calculated
by RV model in (18) and from constant discharge currents
shown in Table 2. Next, the lifetime simulated by the model
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Table 3: Results from SIN method execution.

Iteration Liminf 𝛼 𝛼
𝑜𝑡

Limsup 𝛼 Liminf 𝛽 𝛽
𝑜𝑡

Limsup 𝛽

0 1 1
1 −2 4 4 −2 4 4
2 −8 16 16 −8 16 16
3 −32 64 64 −32 64 64
4 −128 256 256 −128 256 256
5 −512 1024 1024 −512 256 1024
6 −2048 4096 4096 −512 256 1024
7 −8192.00 10674.42 16384.00 −512.00 15.52 1024.00
8 −21348.85 19408.04 42697.70 −31.03 4.70 62.06
9 −38816.09 18819.92 77632.18 −9.40 4.84 18.81

Table 4: RV model parameters from the SIN method.

Method SIN
Parameter 𝛼 𝛽

Value 18820 4.84

Table 5: RV model validation from parameters calculated by SIN
method.

𝐼 (mA) 𝐿
𝑚
(min) 𝐿

𝑠
(min) Error Error (%)

200 268.13 247.22 20.90 7.79
500 98.23 94.33 3.89 3.96
700 62.68 65.22 2.54 4.05

Average error (%) 5.27

Table 6: RV model parameters from the LS method.

Method LS
Parameter 𝛼 𝛽

Value 19993 4.5

Table 7: RV model validation from parameters calculated by LS
method.

𝐼 (mA) 𝐿
𝑚
(min) 𝐿

𝑠
(min) Error Error (%)

200 268.13 245 23.13 8.62
500 98.23 94 4.23 4.30
700 62.68 65.33 2.65 4.23

Average error (%) 5.72

(𝐿
𝑠
) is compared with the average experimental lifetime (𝐿

𝑚
)

presented in Table 2. Table 7 presents the results comparison.
Similarly to the previous simulations results, the RV

model validation shows that at lower charges (e.g., 200mA)
the RV model presented lower accuracy when compared
to high charges of 700mA. This fact occurs because at
discharge currents of low intensity there is longer battery
discharging time; thereby the process is submitted to the
system nonlinearities. In simulations results of the RVmodel
an average error of 5.72% is obtained.

Finally, the parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 are estimated from the
SMN optimization method that seeks a set of parameters

for minimizing (19), from the DP shown in (18). Table 1
presents data used for parameter estimation. The execution
procedure of this method requires that, initially, ranges to
be defined may contain the optimal values of the estimated
parameters. This task to find the valid ranges is a method
empirical characteristic; in case that the user does not know
the process, the search can reach no satisfactory result. Thus,
it is suggested that the initial search is to be made in a range
with large dimensions and then get closer to the optimal value
with ever shorter ranges.

Table 8 presents the parameter estimation results by
the SMN method, in which the selected intervals in each
search are specified, as well as the best value found for each
parameter in interval. It is observed that after the tenth
execution the algorithm converged to the values of 𝛼 and 𝛽

sought. In total, 13 algorithm executions are carried out. It is
emphasized that the algorithm could continue to run, seeking
a better value for the parameter, but this does not ensure
finding a value with the lowest error required.

The algorithm methodology requires the user to define
a divisions number for the proposed ranges. Thus, during
the tests for the algorithm implementation the value of
100 divisions demonstrated to have the best result of time
versus accuracy. The SMN method lost precision for a value
below 100. In contrast, a value above 100 resulted in an
algorithm runtime increase, without increasing significantly
the accuracy.The total execution time of the SMNmethod, by
considering the required analysis, is approximately 20 hours.
Table 9 shows the values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 from the SMNmethod.

After the parameters calculation of𝛼 and𝛽 from the SMN
optimization method, the battery lifetime is calculated by RV
model in (18) and from constant discharging currents shown
in Table 2. Following, the simulated lifetime by the model
(𝐿 s) is compared with the average experimental lifetime (𝐿

𝑚
)

presented in Table 2. Table 10 shows the results comparison.
Similarly to the previous simulations results, looking at

the obtained errors, the RV model validation shows that at
lower charges (e.g., 200mA) the RV model presented lower
accuracy when compared to high charges of 700mA. This
fact occurs because at discharging currents of low intensity
there is a longer battery discharging time; thereby the process
is submitted to the system nonlinearities. In the simulations
results of the RVmodel an average error of 6.53% is obtained.
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Table 8: Results from SMNmethod execution.

Iteration Liminf 𝛼 𝛼
𝑜𝑡

Limsup 𝛼 Liminf 𝛽 𝛽
𝑜𝑡

Limsup 𝛽 Tempo
1 −100000 10800 100000 −100000 10800 100000 600
2 0 10830 30000 0 10830 30000 59
3 0 9990 10000 0 29970 30000 62
4 0 9990 10000 0 999 1000 68
5 0 9990 10000 0 99.9 100 170
6 0 19980 20000 0 99.9 100 92
7 0 19920 30000 0 6.64 10 68
8 10000 20000 30000 3 6.5 10 69
9 15000 19650 30000 0 3.1 10 1.2
10 15000 20000 25000 0 5 10 1.2
11 18000 19920 22000 3 4.92 7 1.2
12 19000 19920 21000 4 4.92 6 1.2
13 19500 19990 20500 4.5 4.99 5.5 1.2

Table 9: RV model parameters from SMNmethod.

Method SMN
Parameter 𝛼 𝛽

Value 19990 4.99

Table 10: RVmodel validation from parameters calculated by SMN
method.

𝐼 (mA) 𝐿
𝑚
(min) 𝐿

𝑠
(min) Error Error (%)

200 268.13 317.92 49.79 18.57
500 98.23 112.23 14 14.26
700 62.68 66.69 4.01 6.4

Average error (%) 6.53

The simulation results show that the SIN method has
an accessible implementation and good runtime speed,
compared to other simulated methods. The accessibility in
relation to its implementation consists in the operation,
which from 10 experimental discharges profiles of the battery
and of the objective function, the parameters estimation of
the RV model is performed. The SIN method algorithm
performs the setting of the networks from an initial value for
the parameters, and it searches in these networks for the best
value. In case that the value found does not satisfy the error
required, the algorithm builds a new network and performs a
new search from the obtained values for the parameters in the
previous iteration. This process is done in an exhaustive way
enabling the method to converge to best parameter value.

By performing a comparison between the simulations
results of the SIN method and the LS method for the RV
model validation, it is observed that both methods have a
very small difference in relation to accuracy; that is, the
first one presents an average error of 5.27%, and the second
one presents an average error of 5.72%. It is highlighted
that the implementation of the SIN method is more simple
than the LS method, because it uses an algorithm of search
from the executed objective function in an exhaustive way,

by requiring only input and output data obtained through
experiments performed at a testbed.

A comparison between the simulations results of the SIN
method and the SMN method for the RV model validation
is performed, so a percentage difference between the errors
is verified. The SIN method has greater accuracy with an
average error of 5.27% when compared to the SMN method,
with average error of 6.53%. This difference occurs due
to different search methodology for the parameters. The
SMNmethod performs searches on suggested networks from
observations of the discharging profiles and afterwards it
carries out a reduction in the width of the ranges based
on the user decisions, whereas the SIN method performs
searches on suggested networks from an initial value for the
parameters and afterwards the algorithmmoves itself without
the user’s interference. In this work the SIN method carried
out 40 searches, even so the runtime is not affected; while the
SIN method took 10 seconds to run, the SMN method took
around 20 hours.

6. Conclusions

This paper presented a new optimizationmethod proposition
for the parameters estimation of the RVmodel, called Search
in Improved Network. The main feature of the method is to
perform parameters estimation using both the experimental
data and the objective function of the model. It is noted that
the parameters are computed from simple and dynamic way.

The new method was evaluated following the method-
ology: first, the parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 of the RV model were
estimated by considering the optimization methods SIN, LS,
and SMN, as well as the experimental data obtained from
the testbed, for Li-Ion batteries, model BL5F, used in Nokia
95 cell phone; second, the RV model was validated for each
parameters set, and the simulated data from the RV model
were compared with the experimental data, and finally a
comparative analysis of the obtained results was performed.

From the comparative analysis between the simulations
results of the RV model, considering the optimization
methods SIN, LS, and SMN, it is concluded that the SIN
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method showed the best result for the model accuracy, that
is, average error of 5.27. It has easy implementation and
good execution speed. Therefore, it can be recommended for
parameters estimation in other areas of science.
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